
Last week, I had some discussion with one of our corporate clients about producing a Covid 19 
informative video that could be circulated among staff. The developments over the last few days 
have been quite unprecedented and I have given the matter further thought. I will produce generic 
video discussing some of the practical issues of Covid 19 focusing upon added self-management 
strategies which are anticipated to significantly reduce viral load and hopefully reduce the severity 
of illness. This is especially important for those who may be more vulnerable. 

In terms of practical preventative advice which I have personally adopted at work over the past 
week (and will continue to do so) I'm using hypertonic nasal saline spray (Sterimar/Puressentiel : 
www.puressntiel.com : French product available via Amazon) and mouth rinse containing 
Cetyldipyridamine Chloride mouth rinse (from Colgate) every two hours and I take my Zinc tablet 50 
mg every day. I am otherwise adopting all standard hygiene measures and depending upon how 
things unfold I may have to resort to using personal protective equipment. Alcohol based products 
(hand gel/surface spray with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) at an optimal 70% concentration). Pure IPA at 
over 90% is less effective as it evaporates too quickly. If I become symptomatic, I will be using these 
measures more intensively for the first 48 to 72 hours of infection to try and further diminish viral 
load as well as all of the ordinary measures recommended and using paracetamol as my principal 
temperature reducing agent. My intention is to produce a daily video diary discussing my symptoms 
and the steps taken to try and ameliorate these, which I think may be of benefit to others. 

There has been a lot of discussion about the pros and cons of using Ibuprofen: but the jury is out on 
this one as it may have its own antiviral properties and this is covered in the excellent webcasts 
produced by Dr Roger Seheult on MedCram.com (current update number 41 is on You Tube).  
Bottom line is that I will have no hesitation in using additional ibuprofen if 1 g of paracetamol is 
insufficient. Those individuals who are allergic to aspirin should not use ibuprofen at all and those 
with asthma need to be more careful with this type of anti-inflammatory medication as well as those 
who are on certain treatments for high blood pressure/cardiac failure. 

As some of my patients are already aware, we have ordered a special Vivalytic analyser which will 
offer us amazing clinical utility for a wide variety of infections in the years to come. One of the 
cassettes produced is formulated so that it can identify the presence of Covid 19 and simultaneously 
identify a range of other viruses causing very similar symptoms. Although the analyser device will be 
with me in the next couple of weeks, I do not anticipate receiving these ‘Chest’ cassettes until the 
first week of May. I have ordered STD cassette kits to use in meantime to practice on. They will of 
course be of great benefit to other patients.  

I can hope that my NHS GP colleagues in the Lothians and Borders have access to UK government 
Covid19 testing by then as I have always felt that this was critical to support them in their work. It 
causes major disruption to NHS surgeries when one of the key workers must suddenly self-isolate for 
seven days not knowing whether it is Covid 19 or not. Some surgeries are understandably shifting to 
do more telephone-based consultations, but face-to-face consultations with patients relating to all 
the normal medical challenges that happen in life are inevitable and physical examination is still 
highly necessary for many. My intention is to provide these NHS colleagues faced with that 
situation access to testing at less than the basic cost price of the cassette only. Furthermore, we 
have had generous donations from patients to purchase cassettes for this particular use.  

I also hope that the renewed effort by the UK government announced last week towards more 
aggressive testing is adopted. My own concerns relate to the fact that the United States have been 
very slow to mobilise testing but know that now that they have ‘awoken’; many of the resources will 
flood towards the ‘sleeping giant’. Up until last week there was a worldwide shortage of some of the 
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essential testing reagents and in the global marketplace, we may all struggle to compete. Thankfully, 
the cassettes I have purchased are all self-contained and the only other material required is a supply 
of special ENAT tubes and disposable micro pipettes. The analyser does all the rest and the result is 
available three hours later. We could never have afforded the cost of this amazing testing 
equipment (circa 40K with VAT) without the humbling generosity of anonymous donors.   

Even if we can only process five or six cassettes per day/per analyser: this could make a huge 
difference to frontline operatives who normally have >20 face to face NHS contacts/day. Testing 
patients will be restricted to established GP Plus clients/donors only and we will hopefully only do 
so when the result will make a tangible difference to their situation and this can be discussed on a 
case by case basis on the telephone. Some patients have already pre-purchased cassettes and will be 
held in their name. Should you wish to purchase cassettes for personal/company/NHS donation 
usage please email me directly. Swabs are easily taken by the person at home (with instructional 
video) and posted or put in a special box for processing inside the front door of GP Plus.   

AT GP PLUS: Our hard-working reception staff are doing everything they can to screen out 
appointments so that those in the early stages of infection do not cross the threshold. Those who 
have had Covid infection and are more than seven days from the onset, and who may present with a 
secondary bacterial infection in week two or three are obviously welcome to be assessed clinically so 
that so that they have access to appropriate antibiotic care and we can establish the need for any 
blood testing or chest x-ray. It is also anticipated that this infection will significantly aggravate 
asthma and ideally those individuals should already have a care plan in place. I have already 
conducted many skype based appointments to discuss appropriate step up and preventative therapy 
and how to reduce the risk of subsequent exacerbation. Once again, >seven days after the onset of 
infection those individuals requiring clinical assessment in the surgery can be provided with this. 

We do rely upon your cooperation and honesty in this regard as we can only continue to function 
effectively @ GP Plus if we can all remain well ourselves. 

Some people are confused about the 14-day self-isolation recommendation and how this applies. If 
one individual in a household has Covid 19, they must self-isolate within the house and manage their 
symptoms as best as possible. However based upon an average incubation period of just over five 
days, the 14 day rule essentially tries to ‘lockdown’ that particular household: despite the fact that 
the individual first infected is very likely to be able to go out and even return to work after a week. 

Therefore, ALL family members living together must self-isolate 14 days from the point one 
member becomes unwell.   

GP Plus is an independent primary care service (registered with Healthcare Improvement Scotland) 
and hope to continue to provide effective clinical care as best as we can without the need to scale 
down our own levels of employment. Our (key worker) reception staff have a critical role in 
facilitating appointments based upon initial triage as well as organising telephone and Skype based 
consultations with the GP. They support the distribution of relevant prescriptions and support me in 
all of the different aspects of clinical care and applying high levels of hygiene within the premises. 
We are very happy to arrange any kind of appointment which best meets the needs of the individual, 
but which is underpinned by common sense and safety. If there is any doubt in your mind when 
you telephone reception: one of the GPs here is more than happy to speak to you before deciding 
about what kind of appointment is best suited for you. Home visits can be arranged for those 
facing prolonged 3-month self-isolation (but uninfected) due to underlying more serious 
illness/treatment. 



As of Monday, March 30 I will personally offer skype/facetime and telephone-based appointments 
at the same payment rate which applies to my two more junior, but highly experienced colleagues 
here. Hopefully this will make things a little bit easier for those contemplating making contact and 
seeking advice from me personally. GP Plus therefore remains open for business but we need to do 
so sensibly and responsibly and with your understanding and cooperation. I am sure we will get 
through this together, but my own personal view is that because of the measures taken toward strict 
isolation to help protect the NHS, the infection will simply rumble on and on from many months to 
come. Volume under the curve (so to speak) will be pretty much the same except it will not be the 
huge ‘spike’ that was experienced in China and Italy. Their systems were simply overwhelmed by the 
sheer volume of extremely sick people. China is getting back to work and is cooperating very openly 
with the rest of the world and we have to embrace this and truly thank their efforts to share their 
experiences and learning.  Medical information is flowing freely and there is much to be learned by 
the experience of other countries. South Korea is a shining example and we will be soon learning 
more from Italy. Protecting the NHS and social distancing/isolation allows us to continue to provide 
intensive care beds at a much more manageable pace; even if the outbreak rumbles on for many 
months to come. Dr Seheult explains this very well on some of his earlier webcasts.  

I draw your attention to an interesting article (attached) relating to the loss of sense of smell and I 
think I would endorse the suggestion that those affected in this way when it is of abrupt onset 
should self-isolate at that point even if it takes another few days for the infection to manifest itself. 
They should still add 7 more days to cover their risk of passing virus on to others. Some individuals 
have asked about access to antivirals used in other countries but for all the obvious reasons it is a 
very complex set of logistics to import drugs that are currently not available in the UK. Enormous 
mark-ups are being applied in many cases with no certainty regarding delivery dates et cetera. I am 
in regular discussions with my colleagues about the possible role of drugs like antimalarials, and 
particularly for those individuals who may be more at risk of the severe complications relating to 
Covid 19. There are treatment protocols available from South Korea and if I am able to source a 
reliable supply of repurposed medication (chloroquine of course has no licence for this use in this 
country and its use will understandably remain controversial and I need to be very careful if I issue 
this drug in any particular circumstance), I will give this matter a very serious consideration but again 
with the advice of my medical colleagues. Every time we can avoid the onset of acute adult 
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in the first week of illness we are sparing a precious ICU bed 
for someone else.   

I hope some of this information is of use to you and please let me know if you wish no further 
contact this way so that we can update this database. I am hoping that any video material or/weblog 
can be mediated on You Tube or via our website www.gpplus.com. Remember; most of us will have 
a fever/dry cough and muscle pains for up to 7 days and we will all cope well with that. A tiny 
fraction will get ARDS but with overwhelming mass-population infection rates; these numbers will 
swamp the NHS ICU facilities. Some of us will get a secondary bacterial infection of the airways/lungs 
in week 2 (as a result of their own ‘normal’ bacteria taking advantage of inflamed tissue) and we 
should easily manage this in primary care with appropriate and early use of antibiotics when these 
secondary events occur and further avoid the need for using hospital beds. Those in ‘at risk’ groups 
of such secondary bacterial infection can also avail themselves of Pneumococcal vaccination as per 
NHS recommendations. Children seem to be less susceptible to Covid 19 and I personally believe 
that is because normal Coronavirus is a common cause of winter colds in young children and as a 
result of that they have some inherent protection with neutralising antibodies. I have had numerous 
positive Coronavirus nose/throat swabs going back several years since testing became available.  
(Peter A J Copp) 
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